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Abstract In this paper, we show that non-dealers often provide liquidity in the corporate bond markets, and thus, the average bid-ask spreads that customers pay dealers underestimate the trading costs that customers demanding liquidity pay. Moreover, new bank regulations that were adopted post-crisis such as higher capital rules and Volcker Rule moved more liquidity provision from the dealer sector to the non-dealer sector. We show that this increase in customer liquidity provision made the impact of regulation on trading costs seem smaller. When we restrict the sample of trades to those absorbed by dealer inventory, we find that customers that demand liquidity pay higher spreads than they did before the crisis.
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Introduction



In most trading models, especially ones modeling over-the-counter markets where most trades go through dealers, customers contact dealers, and the dealers provide immediacy and liquidity to customers by absorbing customers’ liquidity demand into their own inventory for a spread. In sequential trading models, dealers are market participants who are in the market continuously, and provide liqudity by bridging the time gap between arrival of buyers and sellers. Models studying search friction also assume that customers with liquidity needs contact dealers to trade. Empirical papers studying corporate bond markets generally distinguish between dealers and non-dealers, and measure liquidity as the average trading costs that nondealers pay dealers. In this paper, we show that while non-dealers on average demand liquidity from dealers, non-dealers often do provide liquidity as well, and that this mechanism leads the average bid-ask spreads to underestimate the true bid-ask spread paid by customers that demand liquidity. In many instances, trades where customers provide liquidity will still go through dealers. For example, let’s say a customer (C1) wants to sell a bond and contacts a dealer. The dealer, instead of transacting immediately and taking the bond into his inventory, searches for someone who is willing to buy the bond. Instead of finding someone who has a liquidity need to buy the bond, he may find a non-dealer (C2) who is willing to buy the bond for a fee. Thus, the dealer matches the two trades and profits from the difference in spreads. In this scenario, C1 is demanding liquidity, and C2 is providing liquidity. The average bid-ask spread paid by the two customers is lower than the bid-ask spread paid by the liquidity-demanding customer C1. For instance, if C1 paid the dealer 10bp, and if the dealer paid C2 4bp, then the average bid-ask spread is (10 − 4)/2 = 3bp. C2 “provided liquidity” to the dealer in the sense that 1) the dealer contacted C2 first instead of the other way around, and 2) C2 did not have a strict liquidity need to buy the bond. It may not necessarily be the case that the dealer pays C2. For example, C2 may be a fund or an investor that usually invests in, or has recently been investing in, investment grade energy bonds. His dealer knows this from C2’s past trades and orders. When C1 contacts the dealer to sell a particular investment grade energy bond, the dealer calls C2 and asks whether he would be interested in buying it. In order to entice him to buy it since C2 does not have an immediate need to buy the bond, the dealer quotes him a low price (i.e., C2 has a downward sloping demand curve). For instance, C2 may pay a 2bp spread—much lower than the 10bp spread that C1 is paying—and although C2 is paying a spread, it may still be thought of as C2 providing liquidity to the dealer since he paid much lower than what he would have paid if he had a liquidity need and called the dealer to buy it. In this example, the average bid-ask spread that C1 and C2 pays is (10 + 2)/2 = 6bp, which 2



is lower than what C1, the customer that originally demanded liquidity, is paying. We show that dealer-customer trades that are matched with other dealer-customer trades (DC-DC matched trades) does indeed have lower average spreads than dealer-customer trades that are not matched. As outlined in the above example, this difference is driven by the higher fraction of customer liquidity provision and lower inventory risk in DC-DC matched trades than in unmatched trades. One way to think about what influences the fraction of matched trades is the following. To continue using the example above, assume that when C1 calls the dealer to sell the bond, the dealer quotes him two options: 30bp to trade immediately (the dealer will take the bond into his inventory), and 10bp if C1 is willing to wait for the dealer to find someone who is willing to buy the bond. Trading cost is lower if C1 is willing to wait, as customers value immediacy and there is a risk that the dealer may not be able to locate anyone who is willing to buy the bond. From the dealer’s perspective, he does not take any inventory risk in the second option, so he is willing to quote a smaller bid-ask spread. Additionally, let’s say once the dealer finds another customer C2 to sell the bond to, he pays 4bp to C2 in order to offload the bond. In the aftermath of the financial crisis, new bank regulations such as higher capital regulations and the Volcker Rule have been proposed and adopted to make the financial system safer. Duffie (2012) argued that Volcker Rule can reduce market making, as it is difficult to distinguish between proprietary trading and market making. Market participants have complained that these regulations have increased inventory costs for dealers and that dealers have switched to a search-and-match brokerage model. To think about how an increase in dealer inventory cost will affect the amount of matched trades and the average bid ask spread, let’s say that inventory costs went up for the dealer in the example above. Now the dealer quotes 40bp to trade immediately, and trading costs for matched trades remain unchanged. Then some of the customers that would have traded immediately decides to wait for the dealer to find a counterparty, and some of the customers that would have traded immediately may decide to not trade altogther. Only those that put a high value in immediacy will still trade immediately. Thus, the fraction of matched trades will go up. This is consistent with market commentary that dealers hold less inventory, and also with results in Bessembinder et al. (2016). Moreover, despite the cost of immediacy going up, the average bid-ask spread paid by all customers may remain similar or even decrease. Consistent with the above scenario, we show that dealers match a higher fraction of trades and that the trading costs for unmatched trades have increased. This is consistent with bank regulations having increased inventory costs for dealers. Fraction of trades that are immediately offloaded from dealer inventory increased by 25–33% from pre-crisis levels. When we restrict the sample to dealer-customer trades that are not matched
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(the trades that are transacted immediately and absorbed by dealer inventory in the above example), we find that trading costs are higher post-regulation compared to pre-crisis, and that the estimated effects are 2 to 3 basis points larger than when we use the full sample. While the 2-3 bp difference does not seem huge, given that the average bid-ask spreads for trades above $1 million are around 20bp for non-crisis periods, this is a fairly large magnitude. Thus, customer liquidity provision increased post-regulation, and this leads us to underestimate the impact of regulations if we use all dealer-customer trades. This may explain why despite the decrease in dealer’s willingness to hold inventory, the average trading costs have not worsen. A few points should be made. It is possible that regulations have pushed interdealer markets to be more efficient, and that each dealer holds less risk but the dealer sector as a whole provide the same amount of liquidity. We show that this is not the case; customer order imbalance and dealers’ overnight inventory have decreased in parallel post-crisis. This points to the net liquidity consumed by customers having decreased, which is consistent with liquidity provision having partially moved to the non-dealer sector. We should note that there is another related mechanism that might also be playing a role. In the example given in the beginning where the dealer matches two customer trades, it may be the case that both customers have inherent liquidity needs of opposite directions, instead of one customer providing liquidity. In this scenario, average bid-ask spreads will still be lower for these matched trades compared to trades that are absorbed into dealer inventory, as the dealer is not taking any inventory risk (Randall (2015)). However, this mechanism is not consistent with our result that dealer-customer trades that are matched with interdealer trades have higher average bid-ask spreads. In this scenario, regardless of whether the trade is matched with dealer-customer trades or interdealer trades, the dealer does not bear any inventory risk; hence, the spreads for trades that are matched with interdealer trades should be lower than trades that are absorbed into dealer inventory. Hence, the customer liquidity provision channel likely plays a larger role. In either case, this mechanism also leads one to underestimate the impact of regulations on trading costs of customers demanding immediacy, and correcting this bias requires the same treatment: restricting the sample to trades that are not matched. And as mentioned above, bid-ask spreads of unmatched trades increased post-regulation. Also, we will later show that a significant part of the time-series change in bid-ask spreads are driven by a secular decrease in spreads for retail size trades, and value-weighting by trade size does not neccesarily get rid of the problem. Given that the impact of regulations should matter most for large trades, for the most part of the paper, we will focus our analysis to trades $1 million and above. Another issue that naturally arise is, what is the benchmark period that we should compare to? Some
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may argue that liquidity was too cheap pre-crisis, and liquidity today being worse than pre-crisis period does not say much about the effect of regulations. On the other hand, volatility was still quite high in the immediate aftermath of the crisis, so liquidity today being better than the immediate post-crisis period might purely be due to the decrease in volatility, and may not be an evidence for regulations not having had an effect. In fact, we show that the results comparing 2010-2012 period with 2012 and later depends strongly on whether market volatility are controlled for; if we do not control for them, it seems as if bid-ask spreads are lower today than the immediate post-crisis period, but the results are opposite if market volatiltiy are controlled for. Part of the difficulty that this points to is a lack of a precise event date we could use. If all banks were forced to adopt the regulations at an exogenous fixed date, we can look at a relatively short window around the event date, and this issue would not arise. Unfortunately, this is not the case. Therefore, we do broad comparisons and compare post-regulation period with pre-crisis period and with immediate aftermath of the crisis.
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Literature Review



Trading costs in corporate bond market is usually measured as the average bid-ask spread that the customers pay. Many studies have used either the insurance company trading data from the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) or the corporate bond trading data from Trade Reporting and Compliance Engine (TRACE). NAIC data has customer buy-sell indicator, and the newer version of TRACE has customer/dealer indicator and the buy-sell indicator. Hong and Warga (2000), Chakravarty and Sarkar (2003), and Adrian et al. (2015) computes bid-ask spreads for each bond daily as the difference between average customer buy price and sell price. Feldh¨ utter (2012) uses the price difference between trades in the same bond and quantity within a short period of time as the dealer round-trip cost. These trades are likely to be pre-arranged trades where the dealer is acting as an agent. On the other hand, Edwards et al. (2007) and Bessembinder et al. (2006) employs a regression-based methodology. Numerous other papers use lower frequency proxies such as price impact or autocorrelation; see Schestag et al. (2016). A few papers identify certain classes of investors that are not the usual market makers but supply liquidity in the equity market. Hedge funds on average supply liquidity (Jylh¨a et al. (2014)), and stocks held by Lehman’s hedge fund clients experienced greater illiquidity after Lehman failure, leading to the conclusion that hedge funds provide liquidity in the market (Aragon and Strahan (2012)). Da et al. (2011) finds that young income mutual funds supply liquidity. For the most part, liquidity provision in these papers refer to
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engaging in a contrarian strategy; that is, the investors buy when the price drops. This paper is also related to a large literature studying the relationship between market liquidity and dealer inventory costs. If bank regulations increase dealer inventory costs, it would impact market liquidty. Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2009) models how funding liquidity impacts market liquidity, and Nagel (2012) shows that equity market liquidity moves with VIX, which proxies for market maker funding liquidity or risk aversion. Dick-Nielsen et al. (2012) and Randall (2015) find that the increase in corporate bond dealer inventory costs during the financial crisis decreased corporate bond liquidity. Paired trades where dealer effectively act as an agent is fairly common in corporate bond markets. Zitzewitz (2010) and Randall (2015) both study paired trades where a dealer-customer trade is paired with an interdealer trade, thus the dealer in the middle does not take any inventory but the second dealer provides liquidity. Zitzewitz (2010) shows that this type of trade happens frequently in small trades, and is much more common than a dealer-customer trade paired with another dealer-customer trade. In contrast, in the large trade size that we focus on, paired trades are more likely to be between dealer-customer trades, consistent with the results in Harris (2015). Harris (2015) studies the relationship between paired trades and trade throughs. Lastly, there are a couple contemporaneous papers that study the impact of regulations on corporate bond market liquidity. Bessembinder et al. (2016) shows that bank-affiliated dealers commit less capital post-regulation although the trading costs remain largely similar to pre-crisis levels. Trebbi and Xiao (2015) tests whether there is a discontinuity in liquidity around the time when regulations were introduced, and find no evidence of liquidity deterioration. Bao et al. (2016) focuses on bond downgrade events, and finds that liquidity and dealer capital commitment during these stressed events are worse post-regulation. They attribute this deterioration mainly to the Volcker Rule.
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Data



We use the regulatory Trade Reporting and Compliance Engine (TRACE) feed, which includes dealer identities for each trade. Customers are not identified and are marked as “C” only. This data is similar to one used in Goldstein and Hotchkiss (2012). Other than having dealer information, rest of the data is similar to Enhanced TRACE, and includes trade information such as trade date and time, volume, price, cusip, trading capacity (principal or agent), and trade direction. Our sample period is January 2006 to June 2015. We start the sample period in 2006 as the TRACE is
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phased in from 2002 to 2005, and we want to exclude the impact of transparency. We exclude MTNs, 144a’s, and exchangeable bonds, and keep fixed coupon bonds only. We also exclude bond-days with less than 30 days since issuance. Dealers are identified by Market Participant Identifier (MPID). Some dealers may have multiple MPIDs (can be different subsidiaries) or shift MPIDs over time. Thus, we construct MPID2, in which MPIDs from the same dealers have the same MPID2. When two dealers merge, we attribute the acquired dealer’s MPID to acquiring dealer’s MPID2 after the merger. We delete trades between the same MPID2—this may be important for inventory holding period measures that we will construct later. To study the effects of bank regulations, we need to define when regulations started. Unfortunately, it is not clear what the correct regulation start date is; there most likely isn’t one. For example, Volcker Rule was first endorsed in 2010 and included in the Dodd-Frank Act, and was originally scheduled to go into effect in July 2012. However, the final rule did not get approved until 2014, and went into effect for most large banks in July 2015. Because there was a large time lag between its inception and the implementation deadline, most banks are thought to have made necessary changes in their business model before July 2015.1 Similarly, higher capital requirement such as Basel III implementation and G-SIB surcharge are being implemented in phases over a long period of time; thus, it is difficult to pinpoint what would be the correct date to use. Moreover, because the implementation periods were significantly long, it is likely that different banks adopted them at different times, and the decision of when to adopt the regulations could have been an endogenous choice. Keeping the above caveats in mind, we follow Bessembinder et al. (2016) and use July 2012 as the regulation start date. We also follow their subperiod definitions for the most part, and divide the sample period into four subperiods: January 2006 to June 2007 as pre-crisis period, July 2007 to April 2009 as financial crisis period, May 2009 to June 2012 as post-crisis period, and July 2012 to June 2015 as postregulation period. Most of the analysis will focus on comparing the post-regulation period with the pre-crisis period and the post-crisis period.



3.1



Dealer classification



If two trades by the same dealer for the same cusip have the same quantity and opposite directions, and happen less than one minute apart, then it is most certainly a pre-arranged trade where the dealer acted as an agent. As shown in Bessembinder et al. (2016) and Zitzewitz (2010), these trades are fairly common 1 http://www.wsj.com/articles/volcker-bank-risk-rule-set-to-start-with-little-fanfare-1437517061
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and are not always marked as agency trades. For each dealer, we calculate the fraction of number of trades and trading volume that are paired over the full sample period. If more than half of trades and volume are paired, or if more than three-fourths of trades or volume is paired, then we classify that dealer as someone who engages primarly in riskless trading. For example, trading platforms or certain introducing brokers may appear as such. Excluding these dealers are important when looking at inventory holding periods, as these dealers by definition have very short holding periods and take on very little risk. Because we are interested in trading costs that clients face, we also exclude dealers that almost exclusively engage in interdealer trades. We exclude trades where they appear as the reporting party, but not necessarily the trades that they appear as the counterparty. To define large dealers, we first rank dealers by trading volume with customers. If a dealer is in the top 10 for ten months or more, we define that dealer as a large dealer. There are 15 large dealers, and all other dealers (that are not excluded in the above) are classified as small.



3.2



Inventory holding periods



We study two different inventory holding periods: overnight inventory and very short holding period. To calculate the amount of overnight inventory for each dealer-bond-day, we start the dealer’s inventory at the beginning of the day as zero, and calculate the end-of-day inventory using the principal trades only. By definition, dealers do not take inventory in trades done in a agent capacity. Panel A of Table 1 gives a simple example of calculating overnight inventory. Data in the first five columns is a ficticious example of trading data for a particular bond-dealer-day. Buy/sell indicator are from the perspective of the dealer. We calculate the accumulated inventory throughout the day, which is presented in the last column. If there are no more trades in this bond on this day, the end-of-day inventory would be 500. We divide this by trading volume, which is 2800 in this example. On the other extreme, there are trades that stay in the inventory for a very short period of time—less than a few minutes, sometimes even as short as a few seconds. These are likely to be prearranged by the dealer, where the dealer is essentially acting as an agent. For example, when a client wants to sell 1,000, instead of trading with the client immediately and taking it into inventory, the dealer would first contact others and find someone who would like to buy the bond, and then match the two. Sometimes this will appear as agency trade in the data, but oftentimes, this will appear as two consecutives principal trades. These type of trades are often referred to as “riskless principal” or “effectively agent” trades. We broaden the definition slightly, and aim to also capture cases where the quantities are not exactly
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matched (for example, first client sells 1,000 to the dealer, and the second client buys 900) and also cases where trades were split (first client sells 1,000 to the dealer, and the dealer sells 500 each to two different clients). To do this, for each bond-dealer-day, we accumulate inventory throughout the day using the last-in-firstout (LIFO) method starting from zero inventory in the beginning of the day, and for each trade, we mark those with very short holding periods. We use principal trades only, and classify all agency trades as having short holding periods. As before, we do the calculations by each dealer-bond-day, and start the dealer’s inventory at the beginning of the day as zero. We define trades with holding period less than 15 minutes to be “short holding trades”. We use 15 minutes because starting July 2005, dealers are required to report trades within 15 minutes. Using the example data from Panel A of Table 1, Panel B illustrates how the calculations are done. For example, the inventory of -200 accumulated from trade number 1 will leave when trade number 2 happens five seconds later. We set the ‘other side’ of trade 1 to be trade 2, and the inventory holding period to be 5 seconds. Trades may not always be exactly matched in terms of volume. 350 out of 500 in trade 4 is matched against trade 5 within 15 minutes, 100 is matched against trade 6 but with a 40 minute holding period, and 50 remains unmatched at the end of the day. To calculate monthly or daily fraction of short holding trades, we calculate what fraction of the volume have short duration. In this example, it would be 2100/2800. To classify at the trade level, we define a trade to have a short holding period if more than half of its volume has a short holding period. Thus, in the case of trade 4 above, since 350/500 of the volume had a short holding period, it would be classified as a short holding trade. Similarly, trade 5, 7, 8, and 9 are also classified as short holding trades. In addition to classifying which trades have short inventory holding periods, amongst short holding trades that are with customers, we further classify whether they are matched against dealer-customer trades or interdealer trades. Thus, in this example, we would need to classify trade 1, 2, 4, 7, and 8. Trade 1 and 2 are matched with each other exactly, so they are both classified as DC-DC. For Trade 7, 100 is matched against dealer/customer trade, and 400 is matched against an interdealer trade, so trade 7 will be classified as DC-ID match. (Since we are classifying only the dealer/customer trades, there are only two possibilities: DC-DC and DC-ID.) A few comments are in order. First, overnight inventory and short holding measures are similar in concept to the capital commitment measure in Bessembinder et al. (2016), but because our inventory holding periods are calculated for each bond separately, a buy trade in one bond does not cancel out a short position in a
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different bond. In Bessembinder et al. (2016), calculations are done at a portfolio level, and thus the capital commitment is a much smaller fraction of the overall trading volume than our overnight inventory is. For example, their average capital commitment is less than 1% of trading volume, while the average overnight inventory is around 50%. While many market risks may be hedged by having a long position in one bond and a short position in a similar bond, in terms of regulatory capital needed against it, having a long-short portfolio generally needs higher capital compared to having a flat position in both bonds. Second, our short holding measures are similar to paired trades in Zitzewitz (2010), Randall (2015), and Harris (2015), and the ‘effectively agent’ trades in Bessembinder et al. (2016) and Bao et al. (2016), but we do not restrict the volumes to be exactly the same, and we allow an order to be matched with multiple opposite orders. We also study the DC-DC and DC-ID matched trades separately. Third, while we assume that inventory is wiped clean every morning, both the short holding and overnight inventory measures remain similar when we assume each trade is wiped from the inventory 30 days after the trade if it has not left the inventory yet. Lastly, it is possible to calculate inventory levels by dealer or for each dealer-bond pair with our data, but our preliminary results indicate that inventory calculations can be very sensitive to assumptions about initial levels, any data error and data cleaning, and issues such as how to deal with positive inventory at maturity. Thus, we focus on inventory holding periods instead.



3.3



Estimating bid-ask spread



We calculate bid-ask spreads for dealer-customer trades with par value greater than $1,000,000. For reference price, we use the value-weighted average interdealer trade price for the same cusip and week. We use interdealer trades larger than $100,000. Since not all dealer-customer trades have an interdealer trade in the same cusip and week, there are trades that we cannot measure the spread for. We use $100,000 as the cutoff for interdealer trades because there are a lot fewer interdealer trades that are $1 million or larger, thus we will have to drop too many observations if we restrict to $1 million. We then calculate the spread as:



spread = 2Q ×



traded price − reference price reference price



where Q is 1 for customer buy and -1 for customer sell. We multiply by 2 to get the full spread.
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(1)



4



Bid-ask spreads and short duration trades



Do some clients provide liquidity and get compensated for it? Or are short holding trades mainly due to dealers matching two entities with opposite liquidity needs and demanding smaller spreads? To look at these issues further, we look at how bid-ask spreads differ for short holding trades and for trades that that are absorbed by dealer inventory (“invt>15min trades”). In the second scenario where dealers are matching two participants with opposite inherent liquidity needs, spreads should be smaller for all short holding trades, as those are essentially riskless trades for the dealer. Thus, both DC-ID matched trades and DC-DC matched trades should have lower spreads than unmatched trades. On the other hand, the prediction is slightly more complicated for the first scenario of customer liquidity provision. If an incoming trade from a client was offloaded to another client, dealer would receive a high spread from the first client, and receive a small, or perhaps even a negative, spread from the second client as he would have to compensate the second client for providing liquidity. Thus, the average bid-ask spreads for DC-DC matched trades would be small. If the dealer matched the incoming trade from a client to another dealer, it is more likely that the customer was demanding liquidity. Since we are only looking at dealer-customer spreads, the measured spreads for DC-ID matched trades would be high. Thus, the customer liquidity provision hypothesis predicts that the average spreads that customers pay are low for DC-DC matched trades and high for DC-ID matched trades. We divide all dealer-customer trades with par value larger than $100,000 into three groups: trades with inventory period more than 15 minutes, DC-DC match, and DC-ID match. Distribution of spreads for these three types are shown in Figure 1. Panel A presents the distribution of dollar spreads (in bp). For Panel B, we divide the spreads by the weekly price dispersion in the bond. In both plots, DC-DC matched trades have the smallest spreads and have the highest fraction of negative spreads, and DC-ID matched trades have the largest spreads, which is consistent with some customers providing liquidity. We examine this issue further in a regression setting. We run spreadi,j,t,k = β1 1(DC − DC)k + β2 1(DC − ID)k + Ai + Bj + Ct



(2)



where spreadi,j,t,k is the spread for trade k, which was a trade in cusip i on day t between dealer j and a client. For the regressions, we restrict the sample to trades over $1million. Results are presented in Table 2. For investment grade bonds, spreads for customer trades that are matched with other customer trades are 10bp lower than spreads for invt>15min trades, and spreads for trades that are matched with interdealer trades are 10bp higher than spreads for invt>15min trades. Given
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that spreads for DC-ID matched trades are higher and those for DC-DC matched trades are lower, evidence points to some clients providing liquidity. The same relationship holds for high yield bonds, although interestingly, the magnitudes are quite different. DC-DC matched trades have spreads that are 4bp lower than invt>15min trades, but DC-ID matched trades have spreads that are 23bp higher than invt>15min trades. This points to a higher fraction of invt>15min trades being clients providing liquidity to dealers in the high yield market than in the investment grade market. Regressions using data from only the large dealers (third and sixth column) show similar results.
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Inventory holding period and customer order imbalance



In this section, we look at whether dealers hold on to inventory for a shorter period post-regulation, and if so, whether it is because interdealer market became more efficient or because the risk bearing capacity of the dealer sector decreased. If dealers became better at sharing risk amongst themselves, it can be the case that each dealer offloads inventory faster, but the amount of liquidity provided to customers remain the same or have even improved. However, if interdealer markets did not become more efficient, and if dealers hold on to inventory for a shorter period of time, then it must be the case that customers as a group offload less risk to the dealer sector. We test this by looking at customer order imbalance. If interdealer markets become more efficient, customer order imbalance should remain similar, but will decrease if customers are offloading less risk to the dealer sector. For each bond i and day t, we first calculate



dcoimbi,t =



|buyi,t − selli, t| . buyi,t + selli,t



(3)



To get monthly average for investment grade bonds, for example, we take weighted average of dcoimbi,t across all investment grade bonds and days. For overnight inventory, we use the overnight inventory constructed in Section 3.2 and take weighted average at monthly level for investment grade and high yield separately. Figure 2 plots the monthly overnight inventory and customer order imbalance over the sample period. Consistent with Bessembinder et al. (2016), overnight inventory decreases post-regulation. Both the overnight inventory and customer order imbalance dips around financial crisis, which is consistent with dealers having less inventory capacity during stressful times. While both recover to some extent in the immediate aftermath of the crisis, they both decrease after that and remain lower than pre-crisis or post-crisis levels. Moreover, 12



these two measures move in parallel, for both investment grade and high yield bonds. These results suggest that dealers hold on to inventory for a shorter period post-regulation, and this is likely due to one-sided buying or selling pressures not being absorbed by the dealer sector. Whether these one-sided pressures are not materialized at all, or whether they are absorbed by other non-dealers who essentially provide liquidity to dealers are difficult to distinguish from these results. Next, we turn our attention to short holding trades, which are pre-arranged trades where dealer de facto act as agents. By definition, all short holding trades do not stay in the inventory overnight. Figure 3 shows that the fraction of short holding trades increase post-regulations. Also, comparing this plot to Figure 2, we see that trades that are not prearranged nor do not stay in the inventory overnight (inventory period longer than 15 minutes but less than one day) increased post-regulations. In sum, there has been a shift from principal to prearraged search-and-match agency model, but also within principal trades that are not riskless, dealers do shed inventory faster than they have in the past. While the time series results hint at regulations playing a role, other changes in the market may be driving the results. Thus, we look at how inventory holding periods change differently for large and small dealers. Most large dealers are affiliated with banks and are affected by various bank regulations, although the extent to which they are subject to Volcker Rule may be different, and the exact regulatory capital requirement may also be different. On the other hand, small dealers are a mix of bank-affiliated and non-bank dealers. In Figure 4, we plot overnight inventory separately for large and small dealers. Short holding trades increase for large dealers, while there is no distinct pattern for small dealers. Results are similar for overnight inventory (presented in Appendix A). While these are not precise tests of causality, these results point to regulations having had an effect on dealers’ inventory holding periods. We show the above results on customer order imbalance and short holding trades further in a regression setting. For each rating group (investment grade, high yield), we run the following three regressions for short holding trades, and the aggregate level regression for the customer order imbalance, using daily data.



Aggregate level : yt =



X



βl 1(t ∈ Tl )



(4)



l



Dealer group level : ym,t = 1(m = small dealer group) +



X



βm,l 1(t ∈ Tl )



(5)



l



Individual dealer level : yj,t = Dj +



X



βl 1(t ∈ Tl )



l
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where Tl (l = 1, . . . , 4) are the four subperiods (pre-crisis, financial crisis, post-crisis, post-regulation). For the dealer group level regression, we use the average fraction of short holding trades calculated separately for large and small dealers, and the 15 large dealers are used for the individual dealer level regression. We also control for VIX and bond index volatility, and include dealer fixed effects for the dealer level regression. Individual dealer level regression is included because of the possibility that one large dealer may drive the results in the first two regressions. Results are presented in Table 3. T1 , the pre-crisis period is the omitted level, so the coefficients for the other subperiods measure the difference against the pre-crisis levels. We also include the t value for the difference between post-regulation and post-crisis period coefficients. Consistent with the plots, the results indicate that dealers pre-arrange trades more in the post-regulation period compared to both the pre-crisis period and the post-crisis period, and that this change is mainly driven by large dealers. For example, approximately 18% of trades in investment grade bonds are short holding trades before the crisis, and this increased by 5 percentage points post-regulation. Moreover, postregulation period have the highest fraction of short holding trades once market volatility are controlled for. From column (3) and (5), we can see that large dealers increased short holding trades while small dealers have remained same or decreased short holding trades. Results for overnight inventory are similar, and are presented in Appendix A. Dealer-customer order imbalance is lower in the post-regulation period compared to both the pre-crisis and the post-crisis period.
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Same day spreads



An alternative way that is more frequently used to calculate bid-ask spreads is to take the difference between customer buy and customer sell price instead of using interdealer price as the reference price.2 We calculate bid-ask spreads using this method (we will call this “same day spreads”) as a benchmark to compare to the bid-ask spreads we calculated in Section 3.3. For cusip i on day t, same day spread is measured as follows:



spread2i,t =



vwavg(customer buy) − vwavg(customer sell) (vwavg(customer buy) + vwavg(customer sell))/2



(7)



vwavg stands for value-weighted average, where volume is used for the weight. One important point to note is that this drops trades where there is a customer buy but no customer sell trade in the particular bond-day 2 For



example, see Adrian et al. (2015).
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pair, or vice versa. To get daily average, we take the average across bonds. To calculate same day spreads by trade size groups (less than $100,000, $100,000–$1million, $1million and above), we simply restrict the customer trades used in (7) to those in the corresponding trade size group only. This further drops the number of trades that are included in the calculation. Figure 6 plots the 5 day moving average of same day spreads by trade size and rating group. For retail size trades (less than $100,000) there is a strong decrease in spreads over time outside of the crisis period, especially when we compare pre-crisis period to post-crisis period and to post-regulation period. This overall secular decrease in retail bid-ask spreads tend to dominate the time-series pattern in the total bid-ask spreads in Panel A. For example, for investment grade bonds, compared to pre-crisis period, spreads are lower starting 2013 or so in retail size trades. On the other hand, for the two instutional size trades, spreads are still higher in 2013 and later years than in the pre-crisis period. However, for the total bid-ask graph, spreads are lower in 2013 and later compared to pre-crisis level. On first glance, this may seem odd, as all spreads are value-weighted in the graphs using trading volume as the weights. However, note that we took simple averages across bonds to get daily bid-ask spreads. Given that there are more retail size trades than institutional size trades, there are many bond-days with only retail size trades, and thus, retail bid-ask spreads have a fairly large weight in the total bid-ask spread graph. Given that inventory costs should affect large trades the most, and since retail spreads seem to dominate the time series pattern in total spreads, we focus on trades above $1million. Comparing pre-crisis and postregulation period in Panel D of Figure 6, bid-ask spreads have decreased or stayed similar for high yield bonds, and have increased for investment grade bonds. However, even after restricting to large institutional trades, there are inherent biases built into same day spread calculations. Since trades are included for same day spread calculation only if there are both customer buy and sell trades above $1million, short holding trades, and more specifically, DC-DC matched trades, will be overweighted. Given that DC-DC match trades have lower spreads as shown in Section 4, this will bias the same day spreads down. This may also affect the time series if this issue becomes more aggrevated over time. To test whether there is such bias, we look at three different samples, all for dealer-customer trades $1million or above: full sample, trades that are used to calculate same day spreads, and trades that are used to calculate the spreads calculated in Section 3.3. Difference between the three samples are the trades that were dropped because there were no other side dealer-customer trade (for same day spreads) or no interdealer trade (for our spread calculations). Then, for each of the three samples, we calculate what fractions of the
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trades are DC-DC match, DC-ID match, agency trades, and invt>15min trades. Results are in Table 4. As expected, same day spread sample have a much higher fraction in DC-DC match trades. For investment grade bonds, 28.0% of same day spread sample are DC-DC match trades, compared to 14.5% for the full sample, and for high yield bonds, the numbers are 38.8% and 27.5%, respectively. A back-of-the-envelope calculation yields that compared to the full sample, the same day sample underestimates the bid-ask spreads by about 10%×10bp=1bp, which is roughly 5% of the bid-ask spreads for trades above 1million. Our spread calculation of using interdealer trades as reference price not surprisingly overweighs the DC-ID match trades; however, the difference is fairly small, about 2 percentage points. Thus, the same day spreads are biased downwards the most as it overweighs DC-DC matched trades, and the bias may have increased since short holding trades became more prevalent over time.3 Taking simple average of our spreads also underestimates the true spread paid by liquidity-demanding customers, but to a lesser degree. To the extent that invt>15min trades also have trades where liquidity is provided by customers, it is impossible to get an unbiased estimate of true cost of liquidity.
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Estimating the effect of regulations on trading costs



So far, we have shown that because of customer liquidity provision, spreads for short holding trades underestimate what liquidity demanding customers pay, and that the fraction of short holding trades have increased post-regulation. Then, is it possible to calculate the spreads that liquidity-demanding customers pay, and if so, what are the effects of regulations on these spreads? Do our usual calculations of bid-ask spreads underestimate the effects of regulations? To measure the spreads that the liquidity-demanding customers pay, we need to distinguish between trades where the customer is demanding liquidity from the dealer and trades where the customer is providing liquidity to the dealer. Then the spreads for trades where customer is taking liquidity would be the correct spreads to look at. Unfortunately, distinguishing between these two types of trades is difficult to do. However, DC-DC matched trades would have a higher fraction of trades where customers are providing liquidity in this scenario. Thus, looking at only the invt>15min trades would alleviate the issue to some extent.4,5 Therefore, in this section, we look at whether spreads have deteriorated more when we look at only the 3 Preliminary results indicate that using a regression method to estimate bid-ask spreads as in Edwards et al. (2007) and Bessembinder et al. (2006) are also subject to a similar issue. 4 We also exclude DC-ID matched trades to focus on trades that were done immediately. 5 Although we argued in Section 4 that customer liquidity provision channel is stronger than dealers matching two customers with opposite inherent liquidity needs, it may be the case that the second scenario still matters in the time series. Even in this case, we would still focus on invt>15min trades to look at spreads paid by customers demanding immediacy.
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invt>15min trades, and compare against two alternative samples—all spreads and same day spreads sample. We use only the dealer-customer trades with par value $1million and above. For each of the three samples, we run the regressions are at the trade level for the two ratings group:



spreadi,t,k =



X



βl 1(t in Tl ) + β5 (bond i char) + β6 log(volk ) + β7 index volatilityt + β8 VIXt



(8)



l



where spreadi,t,k is the bid-ask spread for bond i, day t, trade k. bond i char are bond characteristics such as outstanding amount, ratings (finer scale), age, and time-to-maturity. volk is the trade volume, and index volatilityt is the bond index volatility calculated as a 20-day rolling standard deviation. Table 5 presents the regression results for the full sample and invt>15min trades. A few patterns stand out. First, compared to the pre-crisis period, spreads are higher in the post-regulation period across all samples and ratings groups. This may partially be driven by sampling issues, as we are using trade level data, which inherently weighs bonds with large number of trades more. Another possibility is to create portfolios using bond characteristics, and using the average spread for each portfolio to run the regression at the portfolio-day level. Second, whether spreads are higher in the post-crisis or the post-regulation period depends on whether VIX and bond index volatility were included. Without these market volatility controls, spreads were higher in the post-crisis period, but once they are controlled for, spreads were higher in the post-regulation period. Thus, some of the decrease in spreads after the crisis are due to decrease in market volatility, and this may hide the effect of regulations. This also means that results are sensitive to the estimated coefficients on market volatility terms, which may in turn be sensitive to the time period used or the linear specification used. Lastly, and most importantly, the estimated effect of regulations is larger in the invt>15min sample than in the full sample across all tests. For example, for investment grade bonds, spreads are 8.7bp higher in post-regulation period compared to the pre-crisis period (when market volatilities are controlled for) in the full sample, and 10.7bp higher in the invt>15min sample. The numbers are 3.8bp and 6.8bp, respectively, for the high yield bonds. If we compare post-regulation period with post-crisis period without controlling for market volatilities, the difference is less negative for invt>15min sample, and for high yield bonds, is even slightly positive for invt>15min sample, although not statistically different from zero. Thus, estimating the impact of regulations on trading costs using all dealer-customer trades underestimates the impact of regulations.
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Differences are even more pronounced when results from invt>15min sample is compared against the same day spread sample. Regression results from the same day spread sample is presented in Table 6. For example, for high yield bonds, post-regulation spreads are only 0.1bp higher and not statistically different from the pre-crisis benchmark in the same day spread sample, compared to the 6.8bp difference for the invt>15min sample.
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Conclusion



In this paper, we argue that a non-negligible amount of liquidity is provided by the non-dealer sector, and this causes the average bid-ask spreads to underestimate the true trading costs paid by liquidity-demanding customers. Bank regulations have pushed more liquidity provision to the non-dealer sector, which in turn made the bias more severe. We show that these mechanisms lead to an underestimation of the impact of regulations on liquidity, and once we reduce this bias, spreads paid by customers demanding liquidity have increased post-regulation. It is not clear whether liquidity provision having partially moved to the non-dealer sector is healthy for the stability of financial markets. As Duffie (2012) notes, this may have potentially adverse consequences. Moreover, given that many non-dealers are subject to potential liquidity shocks from fund outflow, this may have feedback effects. Undoubtedly, these potential negative consequences should be weighed against the potential positive effects of regulations.
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Figure 1: Distribution of spreads by match type
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Figure 2: Overnight inventory and customer order imbalance over time
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Figure 3: Fraction of short holding trades
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Figure 4: Fraction of short holding trades for large/small dealers
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Figure 5: Fraction of short holding trades for large dealers
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Figure 6: Same day spreads by trade size
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Figure 7: Spreads for all and invt>15min trades
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Table 1: Example of inventory holding period construction Panel A: Sample (ficticious) trading data trade num 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9



time



trade type



buy/sell



quantity



accumulated



10:00:00 AM 10:00:05 AM 11:20:07 AM 11:50:00 AM 12:02:03 PM 12:30:00 PM 1:00:00 PM 1:00:03 PM 1:00:05 PM



DC DC ID DC ID DC DC DC ID



S B B B S S B S S



200 200 400 500 350 100 550 100 400



-200 0 400 900 550 450 1000 900 500



Panel B: Inventory holding period calculation trade num 1 2 3 4 4 4 5 6 7 7 7 8 9 sum



other side



holding period



volume



short holding



volume×short



2 1 NA 5 6 NA 4 4 8 9 NA 7 7



00:00:05 00:00:05 NA 00:12:03 00:40:00 NA 00:12:03 00:40:00 00:00:03 00:00:05 NA 00:00:03 00:00:05



200 200 400 350 100 50 350 100 100 400 50 100 400



1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1



200 200 0 350 0 0 350 0 100 400 0 100 400



2800



2100



25



Table 2: Short duration trades vs invt>15min trades IG



HY



all dealers (1)



all dealers (2)



large dealers (3)



all dealers (4)



all dealers (5)



large dealers (6)



DC-DC



−10.700∗∗∗ (0.464)



−10.077∗∗∗ (0.501)



−7.753∗∗∗ (0.594)



−4.231∗∗∗ (0.513)



−3.861∗∗∗ (0.518)



−2.787∗∗∗ (0.589)



DC-ID



10.167∗∗∗ (0.496)



9.740∗∗∗ (0.467)



10.302∗∗∗ (0.636)



23.946∗∗∗ (0.864)



23.298∗∗∗ (0.842)



23.724∗∗∗ (1.004)



log(outstanding)



−6.646∗∗∗ (0.380)



log(volume)



−0.883∗∗∗ (0.188)



1.253∗∗∗ (0.358)



0.971∗∗ (0.401)



rating



−0.350∗∗∗ (0.096)



0.612∗∗∗ (0.144)



age



0.040∗∗∗ (0.011)



0.100∗∗∗ (0.022)



log(age)



3.931∗∗∗ (0.336)



1.409∗∗ (0.601)



1.169∗ (0.649)



tot



0.002 (0.004)



log(tot)



9.584∗∗∗ (0.370)



8.056∗∗∗ (1.328)



7.110∗∗∗ (1.413)



Yes Yes Yes 1,355,386 0.013 0.008



Yes Yes Yes 1,113,068 0.013 0.007



IG volatility



−6.036∗∗∗ (0.534) −0.629∗∗∗ (0.182)



5.654∗∗∗ (0.383)



0.084 (0.205)



5.505∗∗∗ (0.437)



1.450∗∗∗ (0.361)



−0.289 (0.566) −0.026∗∗∗ (0.009)



9.718∗∗∗ (0.544)



9.364∗∗∗ (0.593)



4.627∗∗∗ (0.887)



167.430∗∗∗ (21.906) 148.113∗∗∗ (25.050)



HY volatility



VIX



0.949∗∗∗ (0.054)



dealer f.e. cusip f.e. date f.e. Observations R2 Adjusted R2



Yes No No 1,743,285 0.019 0.019



0.536∗∗∗ (0.096) Yes Yes Yes 1,743,285 0.033 0.026



Yes Yes Yes 1,239,969 0.029 0.020



Yes No No 1,355,386 0.005 0.005 ∗



Note:
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p


∗∗



p


Table 3: Dealer-customer order imbalance and short holding trades IG DCoimb



HY



short holding



DCoimb



(1)



(2)



(3)



(4)



group



short holding



(5)



(6)



(7)



(8)



group



individual



dcoimb



aggregate



individual



dcoimb



aggregate



crisis



−0.039∗∗∗ (0.011)



0.021∗∗∗ (0.007)



0.042∗∗∗ (0.003)



−0.017∗ (0.009)



0.015∗∗ (0.007)



0.022∗∗∗ (0.003)



post-crisis



−0.031∗∗∗ (0.009)



0.015∗∗∗ (0.005)



0.032∗∗∗ (0.002)



−0.026∗∗∗ (0.009)



0.010 (0.006)



0.010∗∗∗ (0.003)



post-reg



−0.094∗∗∗ (0.008)



0.051∗∗∗ (0.007)



0.092∗∗∗ (0.002)



−0.095∗∗∗ (0.008)



0.069∗∗∗ (0.009)



0.060∗∗∗ (0.003)



VIX



−0.002∗∗∗ (0.0004)



0.001∗∗∗ (0.0003)



0.002∗∗∗ (0.0001)



0.001∗∗∗ (0.0001)



−0.001∗∗ (0.001)



0.001∗∗ (0.001)



0.002∗∗∗ (0.0003)



0.001∗∗∗ (0.0002)



IG volatility



−0.582∗∗ (0.257)



0.436∗∗∗ (0.155)



0.485∗∗∗ (0.069)



0.319∗∗∗ (0.059) −0.284∗ (0.157)



0.223 (0.201)



0.157∗∗ (0.079)



0.081 (0.060)



HY volatility



small



0.108∗∗∗ (0.004)



0.272∗∗∗ (0.004)



large × crisis



−0.008∗∗ (0.004)



−0.001 (0.004)



small × crisis



0.032∗∗∗ (0.005)



0.018∗∗∗ (0.007)



large × post-crisis



0.004∗ (0.003)



−0.008∗∗ (0.003)



small × post-crisis



−0.008∗∗ (0.004)



−0.018∗∗∗ (0.005)



large × post-reg



0.057∗∗∗ (0.003)



0.084∗∗∗ (0.003)



small × post-reg



−0.005 (0.004)



−0.068∗∗∗ (0.005)



Constant



dealer f.e. (post-reg)−(post-crisis),tval large × ((post-reg)−(post-crisis)),tval small × ((post-reg)−(post-crisis)),tval Observations R2 Adjusted R2



0.677∗∗∗ (0.009)



0.152∗∗∗ (0.005)



0.125∗∗∗ (0.003)



0.037∗∗∗ (0.003)



0.470∗∗∗ (0.008)



0.288∗∗∗ (0.006)



0.243∗∗∗ (0.003)



0.204∗∗∗ (0.004)



No -7.685



No 5.412



No



Yes 30.227



No -7.651



No 6.014



No



Yes 18.362



2,301 0.392 0.391



2,301 0.292 0.290



19.915 0.978 4,602 0.545 0.544



28,860 0.773 0.773



2,301 0.311 0.310



2,301 0.241 0.239



24.874 -11.526 4,602 0.743 0.743



28,669 0.628 0.628



∗ p


Note:
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Table 4: Fraction of match type IG DC-DC DC-ID agency no match



HY



full sample



same day



trade level



full sample



same day



trade level



14.5% 6.1% 2.0% 77.5%



28.0% 6.0% 2.6% 63.3%



13.7% 8.2% 2.4% 75.7%



27.5% 4.5% 0.6% 67.3%



38.8% 4.3% 0.7% 56.2%



24.4% 6.4% 0.7% 68.5%
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Table 5: spreads for all trades and invt greater than 15 minutes IG All trades



HY invt >15min



All trades



invt >15min



(1)



(2)



(3)



(4)



(5)



(6)



(7)



(8)



period2



13.323∗∗∗ (1.256)



36.253∗∗∗ (1.506)



13.939∗∗∗ (1.482)



38.371∗∗∗ (1.714)



5.736∗∗∗ (1.637)



18.772∗∗∗ (1.597)



6.191∗∗∗ (2.137)



18.932∗∗∗ (1.992)



period3



5.205∗∗∗ (0.750)



16.546∗∗∗ (0.653)



5.513∗∗∗ (0.893)



17.737∗∗∗ (0.746)



0.718 (1.268)



7.102∗∗∗ (0.877)



1.367 (1.670)



7.302∗∗∗ (1.124)



period4



8.660∗∗∗ (0.589)



10.812∗∗∗ (0.568)



10.678∗∗∗ (0.685)



13.016∗∗∗ (0.666)



3.752∗∗∗ (0.840)



5.306∗∗∗ (0.807)



6.761∗∗∗ (1.086)



8.338∗∗∗ (1.050)



log(outstanding)



−8.184∗∗∗ (0.406)



−7.973∗∗∗ (0.408)



−8.819∗∗∗ (0.439)



−8.524∗∗∗ (0.441)



−6.481∗∗∗ (0.549)



−6.133∗∗∗ (0.546)



−7.080∗∗∗ (0.670)



−6.671∗∗∗ (0.667)



log(volume)



−2.338∗∗∗ (0.190)



−2.528∗∗∗ (0.194)



−1.355∗∗∗ (0.220)



−1.572∗∗∗ (0.224)



0.346 (0.355)



0.066 (0.359)



1.208∗∗ (0.480)



0.865∗ (0.485)



rating num



−0.845∗∗∗ (0.102)



−0.863∗∗∗ (0.104)



−0.784∗∗∗ (0.114)



−0.823∗∗∗ (0.117)



0.094 (0.145)



0.041 (0.147)



−0.578∗∗∗ (0.179)



−0.627∗∗∗ (0.181)



age



0.063∗∗∗ (0.011)



0.062∗∗∗ (0.012)



0.061∗∗∗ (0.014)



0.060∗∗∗ (0.014)



0.127∗∗∗ (0.024)



0.121∗∗∗ (0.024)



0.133∗∗∗ (0.033)



0.129∗∗∗ (0.033)



log(age)



3.703∗∗∗ (0.356)



3.767∗∗∗ (0.358)



4.543∗∗∗ (0.405)



4.581∗∗∗ (0.408)



−0.793 (0.592)



−0.457 (0.596)



−0.838 (0.771)



−0.524 (0.775)



time-to-maturity



−0.008∗ (0.004)



−0.008∗ (0.004)



−0.004 (0.005)



−0.005 (0.005)



−0.033∗∗∗ (0.010)



−0.033∗∗∗ (0.009)



−0.037∗∗∗ (0.011)



−0.036∗∗∗ (0.011)



log(tot)



10.323∗∗∗ (0.370)



10.303∗∗∗ (0.373)



11.346∗∗∗ (0.433)



11.310∗∗∗ (0.431)



4.665∗∗∗ (0.943)



4.303∗∗∗ (0.935)



5.072∗∗∗ (1.196)



4.737∗∗∗ (1.194)



IG volatility



122.025∗∗∗ (21.008)



151.898∗∗∗ (25.819)



HY volatility



0.913∗∗∗ (0.075)



105.390∗∗∗ (28.595)



135.216∗∗∗ (39.359)



0.421∗∗∗ (0.128)



0.336∗ (0.173)



vix



0.873∗∗∗ (0.060)



Constant



75.619∗∗∗ (6.127)



89.588∗∗∗ (6.132)



67.388∗∗∗ (6.670)



82.153∗∗∗ (6.661)



73.983∗∗∗ (9.023)



80.034∗∗∗ (8.635)



83.177∗∗∗ (11.107)



88.111∗∗∗ (10.626)



period4-period3 (tval) Observations R2 Adjusted R2



5.644 1,818,015 0.012 0.012



-10.549 1,818,015 0.010 0.010



6.972 1,376,991 0.014 0.014



-7.476 1,376,991 0.011 0.011



2.767 1,381,990 0.002 0.002



-2.393 1,381,990 0.001 0.001



3.757 946,257 0.002 0.002



1.096 946,257 0.001 0.001



∗



Note:
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p


∗∗



p


Table 6: same day spread IG



HY



(1) ∗∗∗



(2)



(3) ∗∗∗



∗∗∗



(4)



period2



9.638 (0.684)



28.556 (0.938)



3.806 (0.638)



19.579∗∗∗ (0.909)



period3



3.711∗∗∗ (0.408)



13.132∗∗∗ (0.413)



−2.174∗∗∗ (0.500)



6.190∗∗∗ (0.469)



period4



5.243∗∗∗ (0.335)



7.042∗∗∗ (0.323)



0.123 (0.414)



1.844∗∗∗ (0.407)



log(volume)



−1.550∗∗∗ (0.105)



−1.628∗∗∗ (0.113)



−1.163∗∗∗ (0.141)



−1.260∗∗∗ (0.143)



rating num



0.137∗∗ (0.065)



0.109∗ (0.065)



1.495∗∗∗ (0.086)



1.424∗∗∗ (0.087)



age



0.062∗∗∗ (0.006)



0.060∗∗∗ (0.006)



0.051∗∗∗ (0.009)



0.044∗∗∗ (0.009)



log(age)



0.639∗∗∗ (0.210)



0.751∗∗∗ (0.216)



−0.154 (0.261)



0.263 (0.273)



time-to-maturity



0.016∗∗∗ (0.003)



0.015∗∗∗ (0.003)



−0.018∗∗∗ (0.007)



−0.018∗∗∗ (0.007)



log(tot)



6.398∗∗∗ (0.197)



6.482∗∗∗ (0.199)



4.103∗∗∗ (0.509)



3.837∗∗∗ (0.507)



IG volatility



67.873∗∗∗ (11.032) 51.144∗∗∗ (9.287)



HY volatility



vix



Constant



period4-period3 (tval) Observations R2 Adjusted R2



0.766∗∗∗ (0.027)



0.687∗∗∗ (0.040)



−22.490∗∗∗ (1.424)



−10.074∗∗∗ (1.435)



−19.070∗∗∗ (2.908)



−7.482∗∗∗ (2.818)



4.353 408,505 0.144 0.144



-16.468 408,505 0.116 0.116



5.265 389,901 0.081 0.081



-10.662 389,901 0.050 0.050



∗



Note:
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∗∗
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Appendix A



Overnight Inventory



Here we show further evidence that overnight inventory is lower in the post-regulation period compared to the pre-crisis period and the post-regulation period. The regression specifications and the figure constructions are similar to those in Section 5, but using overnight inventory instead of short holding period. Figure 8 plots the overnight inventory separately for large and small dealers, and figure 9 plots the average and median overnight inventory for the 15 large dealers. Table 7 presents the aggregate, group level, and individual level regression results. All of the results are consistent with overnight inventory having decreased post-regulation.
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Figure 8: Overnight inventory for large/small dealers A. Investment grade B. High yield 0.6
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Figure 9: Overnight inventory for large dealers A. Investment grade B. High yield
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Table 7: daily overnight inventory IG



HY



daily avg



large/small dealers



large dealers



daily avg



large/small dealers



large dealers



(1)



(2)



(3)



(4)



(5)



(6)



∗∗∗



∗∗∗



period2



−0.061 (0.011)



−0.068 (0.004)



−0.023 (0.009)



−0.024∗∗∗ (0.004)



period3



−0.039∗∗∗ (0.009)



−0.047∗∗∗ (0.003)



−0.031∗∗∗ (0.009)



−0.012∗∗∗ (0.004)



period4



−0.096∗∗∗ (0.008)



−0.130∗∗∗ (0.003)



−0.107∗∗∗ (0.008)



−0.083∗∗∗ (0.003)



vix



−0.002∗∗∗ (0.0004)



−0.003∗∗∗ (0.0002)



−0.002∗∗∗ (0.0002)



−0.002∗∗ (0.001)



−0.002∗∗∗ (0.0003)



−0.001∗∗∗ (0.0003)



IG volatility



−0.527∗∗ (0.238)



−0.610∗∗∗ (0.095)



−0.371∗∗∗ (0.092) −0.288 (0.185)



−0.206∗∗∗ (0.076)



−0.186∗∗∗ (0.071)



HY volatility



∗∗



small



−0.127∗∗∗ (0.004)



−0.263∗∗∗ (0.004)



large × period2



−0.029∗∗∗ (0.005)



−0.009∗ (0.005)



small × period2



−0.068∗∗∗ (0.006)



−0.033∗∗∗ (0.006)



large × period3



−0.020∗∗∗ (0.003)



−0.008∗ (0.004)



small × period3



−0.025∗∗∗ (0.004)



−0.031∗∗∗ (0.004)



large × period4



−0.099∗∗∗ (0.003)



−0.116∗∗∗ (0.004)



small × period4



−0.037∗∗∗ (0.004)



−0.001 (0.004)



Constant



dealer f.e. period4-3, tval large × period4-3, tval small × period4-3, tval Observations R2 Adjusted R2



0.716∗∗∗ (0.009)



0.749∗∗∗ (0.004)



0.817∗∗∗ (0.004)



0.548∗∗∗ (0.008)



0.580∗∗∗ (0.004)



0.590∗∗∗ (0.004)



No -7.353



No



Yes -29.622



No -8.302



No



Yes -22.627



-26.216 2,301 0.472 0.471



4,602 0.614 0.613



-29.547 28,860 0.684 0.684



2,301 0.381 0.380



4,602 0.797 0.797



28,669 0.535 0.535



∗ p


Note:
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Table 3: Dealer-customer order imbalance and short holding trades. IG. HY. DCoimb short holding. DCoimb short holding. (1). (2). (3). (4). (5). (6). (7). (8) dcoimb aggregate group individual dcoimb aggregate group individual crisis. âˆ’0.039âˆ—âˆ—âˆ—. 0.021âˆ—âˆ—âˆ—. 0.042âˆ—âˆ—âˆ—. âˆ’0.017âˆ—. 0.015âˆ—âˆ—. 0.022âˆ—âˆ—âˆ—. (0.011). (0.007). (0.003). 
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